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ABSTRACT
Outreach activities have been an ongoing commitment of the American Chemical Society and other
scientific organizations, yet formal assessment of outcomes has been infrequent. We have designed a
simple, reliable, and robust format for assessing attitudinal and motivational characteristics of
participants attending informal public events that promote interest in and understanding of chemistry.
In final form, this 6-item survey can be distributed on the front and back of an 8.5 x 5.5 card (for pre-
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and post- assessment). Challenges in design included construct selection and independence, adjusting
language for the grade 3-12 populations, physical form and distribution, efficiency and reliability of
completion, and item performance and symmetry. Along with a description of the design process,
psychometric characteristics and results of field testing at outreach events are described.
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INTRODUCTION AND RELEVANT LITERATURE
Herein we describe the development of a rapid, reliable, multi-dimensional, and theoreticallygrounded assessment instrument that can be used by learners as young as third grade to assess the
impact of outreach, museum, or informal science learning experiences. The instrument incorporates
six mental constructs: attitude, interest, perceived difficulty, efficacy, anxiety, and intelligibility. The
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items were adapted from previous research instruments and theoretical models of attitude and selfefficacy. The design structure allows for anonymous and unbiased pre/post comparisons of an
individual’s experience. Implementation may be in the form of a card that participants carry with them
or in electronic format.
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Valid and reliable survey instruments have been developed to assess curricular outcomes other
30

than content learned (e.g., CSCI - Chemistry Self-Concept Inventory,1 ASCI - Attitude to the Subject of
Chemistry Inventory,2 MCAI - Metacognitive Activities Inventory,3 CLASS - Colorado Learning Attitudes
about Science Survey4). Compilations of instruments such as these with stronger research grounding
are being created to simplify access and broaden use (e.g., LASSO - Learning about STEM Student
Outcomes).5 These instruments, intended for college students, guided creation of the survey reported
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in this paper for younger learners, sampling mental constructs that would be of interest to informal
science event developers. The new instrument needed to be straightforward to use in an informal
setting and not interfere with participant experience.6 Because chemistry outreach programs welcome
participants of any age, the reading level needed to be appropriate for elementary and middle school
aged children who might or might not have help from a parent, guardian, or teacher while completing
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the survey.
Public outreach intends to bring knowledge of scientific concepts and processes to “the people”.
The purposes for these activities are broad.7 They include supporting the learning of children and
adults who may not have access to quality science instruction, encouraging children to consider
scientific careers, raising the awareness of the general public about safety or health concerns, and
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showing taxpayers and voters that science plays important and often hidden roles in supporting their
quality of life. Despite the visceral feeling that these purposes have value, the informal science
community has been recognizing a need for more rigor in design and analysis for program evaluation. 813

The scope of the challenge lies partly in the variety of informal science learning venues. Public and
50

private institutes, such as museums and zoos, represent the most professional and stable venues for
outreach. These institutes and their professional organizations are more likely to have permanent staff
and mechanisms for conducting or contracting for evaluation projects. National coordination within
the informal science learning community exists, for example, via the Center for the Advancement of
Informal Science Education (CAISE)7 which provides guidance and resources for evaluation. Many
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academic science departments and colleges offer programming for younger learners through public
demonstrations, in-house multi-day science camps, and school drop-ins. These events are often
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sustained by the enthusiasm and labor of undergraduate and graduate students or individual faculty
members. Recent studies have begun to explore more deeply the experience and learning of these
students.14-19 Professional societies across STEM frequently sponsor outreach programs for student
60

recruiting and public awareness. National Chemistry Day in 1987 quickly expanded to National
Chemistry Week (NCW), continuing for a quarter century as an umbrella under which many events
have been sponsored.20 Outreach for STEM is also of international interest.14
Assessment of programs and participant outcomes has not tended to be of primary concern to
many outreach providers because the substantial logistical challenges of planning and managing
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events consumes attention, time, and energy. In addition, events that are primarily organized by
students are unlikely to have someone on the team who has expertise in, or an awareness of the need
for, assessment or evaluation. Reports about many outreach programs fail to mention assessment or
only describe an informal approach whereby a few questions are asked of participants as they
complete an activity or event. A large fraction of the assessments are post-only, self-report, non-
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comparison designs.12 Such designs do not support drawing causal inferences or identifying
mechanisms by which any observed changes may have happened. 11-12 Most outreach reports focus on
content learning and development of an affiliation with the host discipline (i.e. pipeline feeding). 21-29
Over the last decade there has been a trend to incorporate stronger assessment designs and
instruments in part because of sponsor expectations.11,30 These reports and others31 encourage
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measurement of outcomes beyond content knowledge gains, including emotional characteristics,
which are believed to be important in developing affiliation and identity. Discussions of these reports,
however, suffer from indistinct consideration of theoretical constructs, e.g., “attitudes” broadly being
used to cover everything that is not content.1 Thus, it would be valuable to create assessment tools
that are structured to account for, in a fundamental way, the multidimensionality of human response.
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A few reports have described more rigorous approaches, including selection and/or design of
instruments, links with theory, and establishment of validity and reliability. The community of public
educational institutions, such as museums and zoos, is one source of these studies. For example,
after watching behaviors of specific zoo animals, visitors rated their emotional responses on eleven
characteristics (curiosity, fear, respect, boredom, concern, wonder, amusement, connection, love,
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attraction, sympathy, contempt) with unidirectional Likert scales from “not at all” to “very much”. 32
The ratings were used in a path analysis model to assess how strongly particular animal behaviors led
to affective responses and then to meaning-making. The emotional characteristics were derived from
an earlier study which used bipolar scales but without identifying a rationale or theoretical
justification for item selection. 33 Another example is the Museum Exhibit Skills Inventory, a
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behavioral observational tool used by staff to assess children in six skill areas (communication,
creativity, collaboration, content, critical thinking, confidence). 34 In another study, the DoVE affective
adjective checklist was developed,35 consisting of 75 adjectives in 15 scales. It was developed through
factor analysis, expert review, and reliability checks. Adult visitors to five museums rated their exit
responses dichotomously (yes I feel this, no I don’t). This post-only self-report casts an affective net to
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seek relationships with other visitor characteristics. The strongest link to modern cognitive motivation
theory involved assessing science self-efficacy with a self-designed instrument36 based on Bandura’s
work37 in a pre/post/delayed-post design. The study was pertinent to the effects of a single museum
visit.
Another source of more rigorous studies is emerging from the academic professional development
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community. For example, an attitude instrument originally designed for mathematics learning was
used to assess attitudes and motivations of middle and high school students for working in STEM
careers.38 The outreach experience was listening to PhD biology students’ elevator presentations. The
instrument measured interest, intention to persist, confidence in learning, perceptions of scientists,
and perceived usefulness. Interest, confidence, and usefulness are components discussed in this
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article. Similarly, in a STEM outreach setting, the outcomes for high school students engaged in a
Biomechanics Day event were assessed.39 Glynn’s Science Motivation Questionnaire (SMQ)40 was used
along with a self-designed assessment of “attitude” using a semantic differential approach, but limited
validation information was presented. The authors tried linking pre/post change for individuals but
had difficulty because students did not reliably identify their separate forms. That issue was
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encountered and solved in the work reported here. Some questions about the applicability of the SMQ
have recently been raised.41
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In sum, past approaches have contained unresolved limitations. Most of the approaches described
above were post-only, no-comparison-group approaches that required an encounter or activity to
happen before being queried about it. Thus, whether the events caused a change in participant
115

perspectives was not knowable. Further, assessment tools often were developed without theoretical
justification, were adapted in unclear ways, or were not put through a rigorous process to evaluate
validity and reliability.
In this article, we describe a simple, theoretically-grounded instrument to assess six facets of
participant response to an informal learning experience including aspects of attitude, interest,
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perceived difficulty, efficacy, anxiety, and intelligibility. The instrument has been tested for construct
validity and independence, checked for subtle sources of bias, and field tested for usability by different
young audiences. The process of design and initial application are described in this manuscript.

RESEARCH QUESTION
125

To what extent can an assessment instrument for outreach events be designed to sample multiple
theoretical constructs with fidelity, provide anonymous pre/post data regarding individuals to allow
robust conclusions about effects of the event, and gather a complete response by school-aged children
within a few minutes.
130

INSTRUMENT DESIGN
Overview
The intent was to design an instrument that would be useful for outreach events for children, such
as provided by academic institutions or professional societies. By providing a strong grounding in
135

theory, rigorous validity and reliability characteristics, and a format that allowed for easy
administration for pre/post comparison designs, users would be able to strengthen outcome claims.
Furthermore, an instrument was desired that was straightforward, inexpensive, and efficient to
administer and analyze for the most likely user population. For these reasons, a semantic differential
structure was chosen, in which pairs of contrasting words are placed at opposite ends of a rating
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scale.1,42 This format has the advantage over traditional Likert-scale statements that it narrows the
focus for younger readers to just two words.
Design and refinement of the instrument was conducted in three phases (Figure 1) with several
groups of students (3rd grade through college-level). The phases are described by setting: National
Chemistry Week events; Science Week events, and Peer Leader Training sessions. This study was

145

approved by Iowa State University’s Institutional Review Board.

Figure 1. Overview of instrument design process
150

Survey Versions and Participants
In Phase 1, an initial 14-item survey was administered at NCW events in Fall 2010 at three
institutions in the Midwest. Three groups were involved: One event included school children in grades
4 to 6 transported to a university for chemistry activities (N ≈ 778), another was a group of
happenstance visitors (mostly grades 4 through 12) to a science event in a public setting (N ≈ 31) in
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another state, and the third was a group of students at a public outreach event (N ≈ 24) in a third
state. The survey was printed on a half sheet of 8.5” x 11” cardstock. Each participant was given a
survey card at the beginning of the event and carried it with them (see Supporting Information). The
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pre survey was on one side (with the text “COMPLETE THIS SIDE FIRST” at the top) and the post
survey was on the reverse (with the text “COMPLETE THIS SIDE LAST” at the top). At the bottom of
160

the pre survey side, students were asked to circle “boy” or “girl”, circle their grade level (PK, K, 1, 2, …,
12, 13+), and write in their age. No names or other identifying information was collected.
In Phase 2 (Science Week events), four versions of a shortened, 6-item survey were generated to
test for biases in physical design (recall bias, direction bias, sequence bias), as well as for construct
invariance and reliability. All four versions (labeled A, B, C, and D) of the revised survey are provided
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in the Supporting Information. The Phase 2 versions were administered to 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders
(N ≈ 700) from three elementary schools within a single district who were participating in a Science
Week event at an academic institution in the Midwest. During the event, students engaged in a variety
of 25-50 minute, hands-on science activities lasting a normal school day. A different grade level
attended each day. Third and fourth grades engaging in two different chemistry activities one after the
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other. Fifth grade engaged in a single activity. Children were given the cards to complete the “pre” side
at the start of their first activity, carried the card with them to the second activity, and completed the
“post” side afterwards. One of the co-authors was present for the event to help manage the process.
Children could ask for help reading from their teacher or parent chaperones, if needed. The final
recommended format (not one of the preliminary, experimental versions) is shown in Figure 2 and
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provided for use by others in the Supporting Information.
In Phase 3, evidence for the significance of recall bias was obtained with the assistance of 30
second-year college students enrolled in a Peer Leader training course on teaching and learning at an
institution on the East Coast. They were presented the pre-side of the survey card (Figure 2) at one
point in time and at a later unannounced time asked to recall whether they had seen these words

180

before and to report confidence in that recall.
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Figure 2. Final recommended version of card survey. This version, along with Versions A, B, C, and D used for hypothesis testing, is provided
in the Supporting Information.
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Preliminary Design (Phase 1)
Affective Domain Constructs. Mental constructs that outreach designers typically intend to
influence or seek information about were included in the survey. These constructs include:
•

Attitude - refers to the tendency to approach or to avoid an attitude object (in our case
CHEMISTRY).1 This was called “emotional satisfaction” in the original instrument. 2

190

•

Interest - relates to whether the subject sparks curiosity or potential value for the respondent. 4
This was called “interest and utility” in the original instrument. 2
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•

Perceived difficulty - one’s perception of the level of challenge the subject represents, and is an
indirect indicator for whether the subject seems “intellectually accessible” (as it was called in
the original study).1, 2

195

•

Self-efficacy - pertains to the sense that one could successfully engage with the subject to
accomplish or do something specific with it.37

•

Anxiety43,44 – relates to nervousness or concern about the subject. For example, students might
come away from a chemistry-based event afraid of the subject because of the types of
demonstrations viewed or activities they engaged in.
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•

Intelligibility – refers to whether or not the subject makes sense as scientifically explainable as
opposed to being mysterious or involving magical-thinking.45-48 For example, an undesirable
outcome would be if participants leave an event with the idea that science is magical or
mysterious and without a rational basis.

Instrument Structure. For the semantic differential structure, respondents mark on a linear scale
205

between two contrasting words describing a particular object (here: CHEMISTRY). In developing a new
scale, dozens or more pairs of words are presented to responders because one cannot know a priori
which words will best relate to which mental construct. Factor analysis, or some other reductionist
statistical procedure, is then used to reduce the many individual items to correlated sets. In principle,
where word pairs are correlated with each other, this indicates a common mental status – a mental
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construct – in the minds of the responders. Through inspection of the related items, some appropriate
term is found to describe what those items seem to have in common.
The ASCI,2 a semantic differential instrument for assessing attitude, was the primary source for
selecting word pairs because that instrument had established validity and reliability, albeit for a
college population. Literature on instruments for assessing self-efficacy and motivation were also
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consulted. A thesaurus was used to explore candidate synonyms and antonyms, particularly to
consider words that could be used with students at primary and secondary reading levels. Previous
work concerning children’s use of language regarding chemistry was also a guide.49-51
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Reading Level. To establish whether elementary through middle school children would respond to
the survey items in a way that demonstrated they were distinguishing different mental constructs, an
220

initial survey, with fourteen word pair items, was deployed at NCW events at three institutions in the
Midwest. The collected data were subjected to factor analysis to determine whether the survey items
performed as intended (i.e., word pairs correlating highly for a common construct and poorly between
other constructs). The same word pairs appeared on both sides of the card, but in a different vertical
order and reversed in left/right position. This was a preventive strategy to minimize recall bias,
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although we did not have direct evidence for our concern at that time. Vertical order on each side of
the card was determined by random number selection. Two card versions were distributed. The
alternate version contained some items that were the same as the first version, but a few items were
exchanged in order to test additional word pairs. The number of cases included in the factor analysis
was ~400 or ~800, depending on whether the word pair appeared in one or both forms. Results of the
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factor analysis guided decisions on word pairs to use and for streamlining survey form.
Design Refinement and Bias Testing (Phase 2)
Results from the first phase suggested that the form had too many items for younger children.
There was also suspicion that post answers may have been influenced by pre-responses because word
pairs were the same on the pre and post sides of the card (though arranged differently). Specific
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evidence of this issue was not observed, but it was desired to minimize the risk that post responses
would be influenced by either recall of pre responses or by flipping the card over to look at the pre
responses. Either situation throws doubt on pre/post differences being due solely to the event
experience.
To build in stronger response blindness, split-half versions of the survey were created, putting one
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word pair for each construct on the front of the card (for pre responses) and the other word pair on the
reverse (for post responses). In order for this to work, the pre and post word pairs had to have a
reasonably strong construct relationship with each other. This means that at the pre and post time
points, only a single response item per mental construct is included.
This trimming does sacrifice psychometric characteristics (losing the noise-minimizing advantage
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of averaging over multiple items for each construct). Given that the target audience is young children,
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a short length, to which participants might give their full attention, perhaps without much adult
assistance, was desirable. Furthermore, this structure minimizes data processing effort for event
planners. A final advantage of the doubled-sided, paper card is that both pre and post responses are
physically linked without the need to identify the respondent, a challenge mentioned by a previous
250

author.39 This is very helpful for studies with children where identification can be an issue. We argue
that simplicity, efficiency and anonymity are important for encouraging utility.
The split-half design decision introduced additional concerns regarding the potential for response
bias due to pre/post item recall, left/right alignment, and sequencing. It was important to minimize
as much as possible the chance that the arrangement of items on the survey would lead to systematic
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bias. In other words, the goal was for any observed pre/post changes to be due to event participation
and not the survey structure itself.
For the Phase 2 Science Week event, each day hosted a different grade level (3rd, 4th, 5th). On
each day there were three cohorts of students starting at different times (in classroom groups), but
otherwise all participated in the same activities in their grade level. We assumed that students would
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likely not be different based on time of participation, so we assigned the four survey forms (cards) to
different time cohorts: 10 am for Card C, 11 am for Cards A and B, 1 pm for Card D. The structure of
each Card version is in Table 1, indicating whether similar or different words are used on the pre- and
post-surveys, and whether or not the word-pairs were presented in reverse (left/right) order.
Reliability. The comparison of Cards A and C on the pre-side, which are identical, provided a
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determination of two things: the reliability of items on repetition and the homogeneity of the student
population. It was important to determine whether our assumption that the student cohorts were
equivalent was justified.
Table 1. Survey word pairs and positioning on the four card survey forms, with abbreviated
identifiers
Card
Label

Pre Side Layout

Pre Side
Version (V)

Post Side Layout

Post Side
Version

A

First split-half

V1

First split-half reversed

V1Rev

B

Second split-half

V2

Second split-half reversed

V2Rev

C

First split-half

V1

Second split-half reversed

V2Rev

D

Second split-half reversed

V2Rev

First split-half

V1
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Construct Invariance. The comparison of Cards A and C with B on the pre-side provided for
270

assessment of construct invariance. The same six constructs are represented but with different words
(the opposite split halves). Factor analysis in Phase 1 established that relationships did exist between
the word pairs, but here we attempt to confirm this with a different physical format and different
student population. If the construct relationship is robust, the results with Card B wording should be
the same as that for Cards A and C.
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A second check on construct invariance is to look at the correlation matrix for all card items pre
and post together. One would expect that the word pairs belonging to the same construct (which will
be on opposite sides of the card) will have larger correlations than those for different constructs.
Direction Bias. The concern is that particular directions of word pairs (left/right) might create
subtle biases for unanticipated reasons. One way in which this could occur is if all adjectives align
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with a positive sense to one side and negative sense to the other. Thus, in these revisions of the
survey, items alternate direction in a random way down the cards.
A second concern is whether it matters which specific word is on left and which is on right.
Comparison of Cards B and D pre-side allow for this determination as they consist of the same words
but in different left/right orientation.

285

Sequence Bias. Because the decision was made to use different words on the pre and post forms,
an important question is whether it matters which split-half is on the pre side. It might it be possible
that encountering the words in one order leads to a bias in responses that is not apparent for the
opposite sequence, particularly when an event or experience occurs between the two administrations
of the survey. The comparison of Cards C and D allows for this determination because the pre and
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post sides are direct reverses. If the order does not matter, the event effect (the post-pre difference)
would be expected to have the same distribution of responses for the experience. A statistical
comparison of the mean differences and distribution shapes would provide an indicator in this case.
Note that comparing by subtracting Cards C and D differences and then looking for an overlap with
zero was not valid because different students responded to the two different cards forms.
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Recall Bias. Students might remember “pre” choices when marking “post” choices and be cued by
the words or positions being the same; they might then adjust “post” choices purposely or
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subconsciously. This is clearly a risk with the two-sided card because the pre-survey result is in the
hands of the participants. Because the left-right order of the word-pairs on Phase 2 survey versions
were switched, recall bias could not be assessed directly. Therefore, a separate experiment was set up
300

(Phase 3) in which college students were presented the front side of Card C during a class session (six
word pairs) with no other instructions other than to “mark an X in a location between each word pair”
and the admonition not to go straight up/down vertically (see Supporting Information). They were not
prompted to consider a context while responding, and nothing was mentioned about a subsequent
task. Without warning, an hour later, they were presented seven word pairs in a different vertical
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placement. Two word pairs were repeats of pairs on the front side in the same left-right orientation.
The other pairs were the parallel word pairs as established by factor analysis. These latter pairs were
all reversed in direction compared to the original list. The expectation was that word pairs that were
simply repeated would be recalled accurately by more people and that confidence in these judgments
would be higher. Whereas, for the parallel and reversed word pairs, simple recall was not possible and,
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thus, lower accuracy and lower confidence was expected.
RESULTS
Results are presented for each phase of development, eventually resulting in a recommended
survey format.
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Phase 1: Factor Analysis (14-item survey format]
Factors were extracted via Maximum Likelihood procedure with varimax rotation. Solutions were
forced to extract two to five factors. Separate analyses were run for the pre-event data and post-event
data. The data were inspected to determine whether or not the items that were expected to behave
similarly did in fact do that. This was accomplished by first observing whether the paired items loaded
strongly on a single factor (factor loadings greater than 0.5), and whether, as the number of factors
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extracted was forced to decrease, the item pairs continued to load together on a common factor. Table
2 lists each item pair categorized as:
•

“robust and exclusive” when loadings were greater than 0.6 for just one factor

•

“robust but broad” when loadings were 0.2 to 0.5 on more than one factor

•

“non-robust” when loadings were not consistently on a single factor
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Pearson correlation between the items is also listed in Table 2. The pattern of loadings and
correlations reported here suggests that elementary students interpret the meaning and word
relationships in a manner similar to college students reported previously (ASCI). 2
The factor analysis informed the culling of some constructs and/or word-pairs from the
instrument. The safe/dangerous item, for example, tended to load with calm/worried, indicating that
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“Fear” might not be distinguishable from anxiety for elementary students; therefore, this pair was
removed. The out of/in control item did not correlate well with other items and was also eliminated.
The distribution of responses on the real/pretend item showed nearly all individuals responding
strongly to the “real” side of the scale both before and after the event, suggesting a ceiling effect for
this item. The thought was that mysterious and pretend might be interpreted the same way by
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children, but the data do not support that. Consequently, real/pretend was dropped. However, the
makes sense/mysterious item showed a spread of responses, which suggested that this scale might
have utility for monitoring whether an experience with science moved participants away from
magicality and more toward rationality. This item was labeled “intelligibility”.
Responses from the hundreds of students at the Phase 1 NCW events using the earliest version of
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the surveys are shown in two complementary ways illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows how
the tested word pairs do or do not align, supporting the factor structure data in Table 2. Note that the
range of individual responses is typically wide (2 units on the scale). The mean response scores show
movement pre to post in a desirable direction on nearly all items except real/pretend and
helpful/useless, for which pre-post means were unchanging. For example, simple/difficult showed a
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substantial change in a positive direction, as did easy/hard. Because those two items belonged to the
same construct, similar movement was expected. On the other hand, the adjectives real/pretend and
mysterious/makes sense were intended to align, but real/pretend showed no difference pre-post and
was not found to be robust in the factor analysis with mysterious/makes sense.

350
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Table 2. Robustness of semantic differential word/pairs in trial with pre-college students
Putative
construct

Word pairs

Factor Analysis

Correlation
(pre, post)

Instrument Development Decision

Perceived
difficulty

simple/difficult
easy/hard

Robust and
exclusive

0.86, 0.85

retained both

Self-efficacy

possible for me to learn/
hopeless for me to learn
I could do/I could not do
helpful/useless
interesting/boring
calm/worried
relaxed/nervous
satisfying/frustrating
pleasant/gross

Robust and
exclusive

0.67, 0.69

retained both

Robust and
exclusive

0.71, 0.72

retained both

Robust and
broad

0.50, 0.58

retained both

Robust and
broad

0.71, 0.68

retained both

Intelligibility

real/pretend
makes sense/mysterious

Non-robust

0.06, 0.09

Fear

safe/dangerous
out of control/in control

Non-robust

0.31, 0.37

removed: ceiling effects
retained
removed: redundant with anxiety
removed: little correlation to any
constructs

Interest/utility
Anxiety
Attitude

355

Figure 3. Display of mean pre- and post-responses from pre-college students (N=770) at three National Chemistry Week outreach events in
the Midwest. Error bars are plus/minus one standard deviation for individual responses. Matched word pairs are adjacent to each other.

Figure 4 shows another way to visualize the student responses. In this display, the response
difference (post minus pre) is shown for two item pairs (anxiety: nervous/relaxed and worried/calm).
360

On this item, the tendency for the population as a whole is toward less anxiety as a result of the
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chemistry experience. Figure 4 also shows that the decrease for girls was a bit greater than that for
boys, although this representation does not provide information about the relative starting points for
girls and boys on the pre-survey. We did not analyze further the data for sex differences.

365

370
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Figure 4. Amount of change in response to efficacy and anxiety items after outreach event (post) versus before the event (pre). Blue bar
represents self-identified boys and red bars represent self-identified girls.

Ultimately, eleven word pair items were retained for six constructs: attitude, interest, perceived
difficulty, efficacy, anxiety, and intelligibility. For intelligibility, the same word pair was included on
both pre- and post-sides of the instrument (makes sense/mysterious) because a good alternative word
380

pair was not discovered in the Phase 1 studies. With these six constructs identified, a new more
concise version of the survey was created, and potential biases for that structure were explored in
Phase 2 trials by administering multiple versions of the revised instrument.
Phase 2: Direction Bias, Construct Invariance, and Sequence Bias (6-item survey format)
Table 3 shows the number of students responding to the four different survey forms (cards) pre
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and post, along with demographic breakdown by grade level and sex. It should be noted the students
are different individuals in the statistical comparisons between forms A, B, C, and D. Different forms
were deployed at different times during the day (with students arriving in three cohorts for 10 am, 11
am, and 1 pm). The number of students using each form was even across the three grades levels (each
participating on a different day).

390
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Table 3. Administration conditions for distributed surveys at multi-day outreach event.
Structure refers to pre/post version forms as defined in Table 1.
Form

A

Time

B

C

D

Total

11 am

11 am

10 am

1 pm

NA

V1/V1R

V2/V2R

V1/V2R

V2R/V1

NA

Total Surveys
Collected

108

117

229

257

711

Pre Surveys

105

114

205

219

643

Post Surveys

102

114

196

223

635

Matched PrePost

102

113

175

192

582

Grade (%) 3|4|5

38.9|33.3|27.8

36.8|35.9|27.4

29.7|46.3|24.0

30.7|30.0|39.3

32.6|36.7|30.7

Sex (%) Boy|Girl
|Not Provided

40.7|50.0|9.3

47.9|48.7|3.4

44.1|43.7|12.2

40.5|39.7|19.8

42.9|44.0|13.1

Structure

The checks for bias in format involved comparing the mean pre-score results for each word pair for
395

the four card versions by analysis of variance (Supporting Information). Posthoc statistical tests for
paired differences were accomplished using Dunnet’s T3 test (does not assume equal variances) with p
< 0.05 as the significance criterion. Table 4 shows mean values with indications of where significant
differences were found. Figure 5 shows the data graphically.
Table 4. Mean of student responses for each survey item on each card form. Note that the
Form Label order in the table is purposely ACBD because Forms A and C are the same.
Common superscripts (a,b) indicate mean values that are non-significantly different (p<0.05).
Form

400

Interest/Utility
1.34a

Efficacy

Anxiety

Difficulty

Attitude

Intelligibility

A

4.38ab

4.08b

2.46b

1.96ab

3.52a

C

1.37a

4.50b

4.18b

2.68b

2.05b

3.46a

B

1.49a

4.27a

4.02b

2.05a

1.70a

3.55a

D

1.54b

4.23a

3.82a

2.46b

1.92ab

3.32a

Reliability. Table 4 and Figure 5 show that the means for Forms A and C, which are identical on
the pre-side, are not significantly different for any of the six items. The average difference between
items on the two cards is 0.1 units on the response scale. This magnitude of difference is the same as
for the makes sense/mysterious item which has the same words pre and post. These observations
indicate that the response variation between student cohorts is negligible. As well, the small difference

405

indicates that item reliability is high.
Construct Invariance. The comparison of Forms A and B (pre-side have different words, same
construct) provides a means for verifying the parallelism between matching word pairs. Note that
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adjective pair orientation in terms of positive/negative sense is the same, as is the vertical position on
the card. In Table 4 and Figure 5, B is not different from A except for the Difficulty item and the
410

Attitude item. For the former, B is about 0.5 units lower; for the latter, about 0.3 units lower. This
may indicate a different language/word perception between simple/difficult and easy/hard: That
students were attracted more to respond “easy” over “simple” and to “pleasant” rather than
“satisfying”. It could. however, be that this group of students was primed by something that they
experienced prior to their activity. Further review was necessary (described below) before deciding

415

what to do, if anything, about this slight discrepancy. The results overall (Figure 5) suggest, however,
that to a large extent, students respond consistently to the different word pairs from the same
construct.

420

Figure 5. Mean pre-scores of student responses for each of the six survey items for the four different card forms. In each cluster, left to right is
form A, C, B, D, respectively. This is not alphabetical in order to make comparisons easier. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval for
mean.

A second check on construct invariance was the extent to which item response patterns correlated
with each other. We expected that correlations across constructs would be weak if respondents were
425

perceiving them as different ideas. The Phase 2 Science Week student responses were screened to
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eliminate anyone who did not provide a response to all six survey items on pre and post sides of the
cards, and anyone who chose the maximum rating on all scales. This removed 65 cases and retained
517. The correlation between the pre and post responses for the same construct ranged from 0.19 to
0.27 for five of the constructs, all significant at p<0.01. The construct of Intelligibility had a
430

correlation of 0.38, but this item used the same words pre and post, likely leading to a somewhat
higher relationship. The 30 between-construct correlations were smaller, ranging from 0.02 to 0.20,
with many being non-significant. Thus, school-aged children appear to respond to the six different
constructs as independent entities, a confirmation of the original factor analysis results.
Direction Bias. Forms B and D have opposite pre structure (i.e., same words, but reversed and in

435

different order). Except for the easy/hard (difficulty) item (0.4 units different), Forms B and D (having
both population and structural differences) showed means that differed by 0.1 - 0.2 scale units. This is
slightly larger than the 0.1 scale unit difference for Forms A and C (with only population differences).
Students completing Form B, prior to the event, rated chemistry as somewhat easy (mean = 2 on scale
of 5). Students completing Form D, presented in reverse order, rated chemistry neutral (2.5 on scale of

440

5). It was noted above that on Form B this was the item most different from the A and C forms. Thus,
there may be a slight increase in noise because of the direction and placement of items, but it does not
suggest there is any substantial uncontrolled bias, with possible exception of the easy/hard item. This
suggests that the D form direction of hard/easy would be a better choice than the B form direction
because of the apparent alignment with Forms A and C, avoiding whatever the problem is with the

445

easy/hard item.
Response means were disaggregated by grade level (not shown) to determine whether anything
unique might have happened between the grade level groups (present on different days). All three
grade levels reported a more extreme response on Form B vs Forms A, C, and D. This suggests that
the unusually low response for Form B may be because of the word order as opposed to some factor

450

related to the event or prior experience.
In this analysis, one could challenge the interpretation of statistical difference in terms of lack of
normality of distributions. Figure 6 shows response patterns for all four card versions for the efficacy
item (hopeless/possible to learn or could/could not do) and for the intelligibility item (makes
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sense/mysterious). The efficacy item shows a skew response. The intelligibility item shows use of
455

Likert scale neutral and extreme positions (1,3,5), with lower use of the intermediate options (2,4). The
ANOVA estimate of Type I error is robust when data are not normally distributed, particularly when
the sample is large and comparison groups about the same size, which is our situation here.
Consequently, the lack of normality does not compromise the ability to make these comparisons. To
provide some compensation, the post hoc comparison was accomplished with Dunnett’s metric, which

460

allows for non-equal variances.
Sequence Bias. One more potential concern is whether it matters which of the split-half word
pairs is placed on the pre survey and which is placed post survey. This is a more challenging
comparison because post data also includes any effects from the science activity. To compensate for
the effect of the activity, the following calculation was done with Forms C and D. Form C has one split-

465

half of the word pairs as pre, and the other split-half as post (format V1/V2R, Table 3). Form D
switches this order (V2R/V1). We calculated the post minus pre differences for the students in each
condition. The Form D differences were reversed to align response direction with that of Form C. The
possible range of difference values thus is -5 to +5. If the pre/post word sequence does not matter,
then we would expect the mean and distribution shape of the differences between pre and post to be

470

the same between the two forms. This assumes the student population across cards is uniform
(established above) and that their experiences with the chemistry activities were uniform for each
group. This is a reasonable assumption as the same activity leaders were involved with each group.

Figure 6. Pre-score response pattern for students on two survey items across four card forms.
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475

T-test comparisons of the means were used to identify whether the two forms differed from each other.
Table 5 lists the difference between post-minus-pre on Forms C and D and results of statistical tests.
In some cases, the variances of the distributions were not equal, but allowing for unequal variance in
the t-test, or also testing by the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test, led to the same conclusions. Only
480

the anxiety item demonstrated a substantial and significant difference. Figure 7 shows the results for
the anxiety item for Forms C and D. Inspection shows that Form D is skewed to the positive side,
including about 20 students with extreme responses. Those extreme responses track to about twenty
third grade boys who initially marked the nervous end of the scale, and after the activity marked the
calm end, showing a maximum difference. It is possible that something unique occurred at the time

485

when Form D was deployed (1 pm) vs Form C (10 am). Recall that the cards were completed by
different students. It is also possible that the item sequence facilitated this extreme response. In that
respect, the sequence for Form C is preferred because it did not show those extreme responses. The
difficulty item (hard/easy; simple/difficult) was borderline significant, with Form C showing more
skew. Form D was thus selected as preferred to be conservative.

490

495

500

Table 5. Results of comparison of card Forms C and D concerning potential bias
in sequencing of survey items as pre or post. (N Form C = 179; N Form D = 205)
Items for Form C are shown here.
Form D has opposite pre/post
position
R = reverse scored
Pst: boring/interesting (R)
Pre: helpful/useless
Pst: gross/pleasant (R)
Pre: satisfying/frustrating
Pst: could do/could not do
Pre: hopeless/possible to do (R)
Pst: relaxed/nervous (R)
Pre: worried/calm
Pst: hard/easy (R)
Pre: simple/difficult

Mean difference
between Forms C
and D (scale -5 to 5)

Significance (p)

Form with lesser
skew

0.06

0.65

Form D

0.15

0.33

Form C

0.07

0.62

Form C

-0.76

<0.01

Form C
(without outliers)

-0.29

0.06

Form D
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505

510

515

520

Figure 7. Back-to-back histograms for the anxiety items showing the post-pre differences (i.e. the effect of the chemistry event) for two card
forms C (left) and D (right) that have the word-pairs reversed relative to each other.

Phase 3: Potential for recall bias
As described previously, college students were presented the words on Form C (pre-survey) with no
525

context other than to choose a position between two adjectives for six different adjective pairs. An hour
after initial viewing, a surprise recall test was presented, for which 2 items were identical to the presurvey in words and left-right orientation and the other 5 items included the matching word-pair in
opposite left-right orientation. The constructs on the second presentation were also in a different
vertical order. When the second set of words were identical to the first set, students recalled their

530

earlier response (on a five point scale) with 60-70% accuracy and a reported certainty of judgment of
85%. When the words presented were not the same (but from the same construct), recall accuracy was
30-40% (slightly more than chance, 1 in 5), with reported certainty of 20 to 40%. In other words,
accuracy and certainty were much lower when the words were not the same, but substantial when
they were the same. Thus, for adult students, recall bias is a legitimate concern. Therefore, the safer

535

choice for this assessment design is to use different, but parallel, words for the pre and post versions
of the instrument.
Final Decisions on Survey Format
The final format of the survey is provided in Figure 2. Based on the comparisons above, none of the
tested survey formats tested was entirely ideal. The best combination of characteristics seemed to be

540

Form C with the following modifications: (a) For the interest construct, the Form D front/back
sequence is preferred -- boring/interesting (pre) and helpful/useless (post). (b) For the difficulty
construct, the Form D front/back sequence is preferred -- hard/easy (pre) and simple/difficult (post).
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At the same time, Form D avoids a potential problem noted with having the word pair easy/hard in
this left-to-right direction.
545

Additional Considerations and Limitations
The need for developing this survey was conceived more than a decade ago. At time of first design,
cell phone and survey technology did not support sophisticated electronic data acquisition. We have
subsequently demonstrated that it is not difficult to convert the survey described here for
implementation using the Qualtrics survey platform and cell phones as the response device.

550

One can then ask, “Why bother with the physical cards?”. Particularly, why be concerned about
the potential bias possible because of the fixed format of the cards because tools like Qualtrics permit
randomization when items are presented in electronic formats. Randomization will help bury bias in
the noise only if there are enough respondents. Many outreach programs may not attract sufficiently
large numbers of people to assure that condition. In that case, it is valuable to have a tool that, to the

555

extent possible, has been shown to minimize potential format bias. Furthermore, the physical card
obviates the need for participants to have access to a cell phone (a likely situation with groups of
school children), can be used when wireless service is non-existent or spotty, does not require
technical savvy or help to log in, and guarantees pre/post response data linkage while maintaining
absolute anonymity. Given the general increased awareness of, and interest in, providing accessible

560

and equitable assessment tools, the concern about access to devices and wireless service is legitimate
and should be considered by outreach coordinators and those administering the evaluation. Data
analysis and presentation can be done via transcription of paper/pencil survey administration to a
spreadsheet and simple graphic and statistical summaries provided.

565

CONCLUSIONS
These design tests have resulted in a robust, reliable, unbiased, and user-friendly form that is
easily administered in informal settings. A strategic design decision was made to target only one
survey item for each of six mental constructs. This is not typical for most research surveys because
averaging multiple items increases reliability. However, the reality of administering assessments in
informal learning environments with young children argues for paying more attention to time,

570

logistical considerations, and usability for respondents and event sponsors. The physical format of the
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survey was designed to increase the likelihood that it would be completed thoughtfully, would allow for
matched pre/post data collection with anonymity, and would allow collection of simple non-intrusive
demographic information. Printed instructions were clean and minimal. Words were selected that
research suggested would have meaning for children as young as the earliest readers. Responses can
575

be made with any writing utensil in about a dozen marks (Figure 2). The pre and post versions of the
survey were printed on opposite sides of the same card, allowing pre/post data to be linked without a
need to identify the respondent. In addition to using this survey in informal science settings, such as
museums, this instrument is intended for use by the chemistry education community in the
evaluation of outreach events to inform both the design of outreach activities and the training and

580

mentorship of faculty, students, and staff who facilitate these activities.

The survey was printed on

8.5” x 11” card stock (two per page and cut into halves) so that it would be durable in the handling
that might occur between pre and post responses. A template is provided in the Supporting
Information that can be used for creating front/back surveys.
At the time of first trials, assessment of outreach events was in need of improvement. This is
585

confirmed by the reports published subsequent to our initial work and the increased interest of
funding agencies.52 Some progress has been made, but there is substantial room for having additional
valid and reliable tools, such as the survey presented in this manuscript.

590
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